
Memorandum 

To:  Law School Dean and Curriculum Committee 

From:  Peter W. Martin, Legal Information Institute, Cornell Law School 

Date:  2/7/2000 

Subject: An Invitation to Participate in One or Both of the LII's Multi-Law School 
Courses to be Conducted via the Internet in 2000-2001 

In 1996 we (Cornell's Legal Information Institute or LII) invited a number of law 
schools to join us in our first Internet-based course.  Three accepted: the University of 
Colorado, Chicago-Kent College of Law, and the University of Kansas.  For three 
successive years students at those institutions plus Cornell studied "Copyright and 
Digital Works" with me and each other.  The course made use of "off the shelf" Internet 
software (Web pages, Web-based conferencing, desktop video conferencing, and e-
mail) and succeeded in adapting the law school interactive paradigm to this quite 
different educational environment. 

In the spring of 1999, we decided that rather than replicate this initial model further we 
should take what we had learned about available technology and appropriate pedagogy, 
pause a year, and create a fresh pair of distance learning courses.  We have done that.  
Both will be ready for 2000-2001.  I invite you to join Cornell for round two of the LII's 
exploration of distance learning in law. 

This memo provides some basic information about those courses, how they will be 
conducted, and what participation involves.  It also addresses ABA accreditation issues. 

I. The Courses 

Our original course focused on an area of advanced copyright, "Copyright and Digital 
Works."  Our offerings for 2000-2001 will be: 1) Introduction to Copyright and 2) 
Social Security.  The former is a course many schools are forced to lump together with 
other topics of intellectual property in a survey course.  A free-standing course gives 
students with strong interest in the field an opportunity to go deeper and may permit a 
participating school freedom to reconfigure its set of intellectual property offerings on 
an experimental basis.  Social Security is a subject that receives scant curricular 
attention in most schools despite its importance and legal complexity.  It is one of those 
topics where a critical mass of students and faculty expertise can rarely to be found 
within a single institution.  That makes it a prime candidate for a distance learning 
structure, which enables schools to pool their teaching resources and students. 
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II. Why Participate?  

Were distance education arrangements like this standard practice, with most law schools 
being both providers and receivers, the basis for a school's decision to participate or not 
as to either of these courses would be straightforward.  Assuming adequate assurance 
about the quality of the materials and instruction, the issue would reduce to questions of 
curricular fit and faculty deployment -- e.g., will either of the proposed courses add an 
important subject the regular faculty cannot cover or provide desirable flexibility and 
increased options in an area of strong student demand? 

Because interest in distance education is high and experience rare, there is a further 
reason to consider joining in this second round experiment.  Participating schools will 
have the opportunity to observe carefully designed and executed distance education at 
first hand.  The structure and implementation of these two courses rests on three years 
experience in Internet-based legal education.  Participants that wish can have one of 
their own faculty included as an "auditor/observer" in either course.  Every effort will be 
taken to open up the process of course construction and delivery to participating 
institutions.  Through interviews, questionnaires, and other means they should be able to 
evaluate student response and educational effectiveness.  In short, participation provides 
a means of experimenting with distance education for schools that have not yet done so 
and of exploring an alternative model for schools that have. 

During the summer of 2001, the Legal Information Institute plans to offer a small 
workshop on distance learning course preparation (similar to our 1994 hypertext 
authoring workshop).  Because that workshop will draw heavily on the experience 
gained in this 2000-2001 round of LII courses, faculty members and technical staff from 
participating schools will be assured of inclusion. 

III. What Participation Will Entail 

As with our earlier distance learning venture, all participating schools will be expected 
to assume responsibility for course registration, exam administration, and related 
logistical matters.  Students will not register with Cornell but their home institutions.  
Their grades and credits will be local.  Participating schools will also be responsible for 
front-line technical support for their own students (with LII back-up), for assuring that 
its students have adequate computer resources and Internet connection, and for 
providing a meeting room suitable for local discussions among all its students enrolled 
in a course.  Since these distance courses will not include a real-time video conference 
element, there is no need for a school to have that capability.  However, all participating 
students will need to have regular access to multi-media capable computers with sound 
and an Internet connection capable of delivering streaming audio reliably -- either in the 
law school or elsewhere.  As previously noted, those schools that wish can designate a 
faculty member on premises to be included in all course communications. 
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The fee to participating schools for 2000-2001 will be $500 per student per course (with 
a per school per course minimum of $5,000).  Unlike our version 1 experiment, there 
will be no per school enrollment cap. 

If a school desires it, the course will include a site visit at that school's expense for a 
"get acquainted and deal with any issues" meeting with its students, a briefing for 
faculty members on the technology and pedagogy involved, or both. 

IV. Pedagogical (and Technological) Approach 

The basic components of LII distance learning, version 2, as implemented in these 
courses for 2000-2001 include:  

• digital readings (with a print-on-demand option) 

• scheduled progression through a sequence of topics paced by Web-based 
discussion and mandatory interactive exercises 

• hypermedia presentation (streaming audio linked to assigned texts and 
supplementary materials) * 

• computer-based tutorials and exercises (similar to those CALI has long 
distributed) tightly integrated with the readings and presentation material 

• asynchronous but paced teacher-student, student-student written discussion 

• short writing assignments and problem-solving assignments submitted via the 
Net for teacher evaluation and feedback 

• a final exam as the means of final evaluation of student performance 

* The presentation component will be audio not video because of our conviction that the 
substantially greater cost of making and revising video materials is not warranted so 
long as the principal content would be a "talking head." 

V.  Accreditation Issues 

A set of "Temporary Distance Education Guidelines" approved by the Accreditation 
Committee of the ABA Section on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar in 1997 
provide the current regulatory framework for technology-based offerings that count 
toward the JD.  The LII's courses for 2000-2001, like their predecessor, fit well within 
those guidelines.  These courses incorporate faculty-student interaction and reliable 
technology, as required by sections 5 and 6 of the guidelines.  Since these will be 
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"educational programs ... disseminated from one law school and received at another law 
school" they fall within the class of distance education experiments that comply with 
section 1 and therefore require no prior approval from the Accreditation Committee or 
the Consultant's Office.  Though not required, the LII will file a report with both the 
ABA and AALS on collective experience with these courses following their completion.  
All participating schools will be invited to contribute to that report. 

VI. Schedule and Exams  

Because our earlier distance learning course included a weekly real-time video 
conference it proved impossible to fit it into a single term, given the different start times 
and different vacation patterns of the four participating schools.  Since the current 
version is more flexibly constructed it will allow each of these courses to be conducted 
within a term.  Copyright will be offered in the fall; Social Security in the spring.  The 
precise beginning and ending dates will be set to correspond to the schedules of the 
participating schools.  Final exams will be taken during each participating school's 
regular examination period. In order to allow full use of the digital materials with which 
the courses will be conducted, their exams will be administered on a "take-home" basis 
in schools that do not otherwise permit use of computers while taking exams. 

VII. Further Information; Next Steps 

A report on the LII's previous distance learning course is available at: 
http://www.law.cornell.edu/background/distance/liidistance.htm 
An LII Backgrounder on Distance Learning can be found at: 
http://www.law.cornell.edu/background/distance/ 
(The latter includes links to the archive of last summer's conference on the subject at 
Chicago-Kent, as well as pertinent ABA requirements.) 

Both courses being prepared for Internet delivery in 2000-2001 are being offered this 
year at Cornell. Though anchored by regular classroom meetings the prototypes 
incorporate many of the design features listed in section IV.  Their course Web sites are 
not public but you are welcome to visit: 
http://intranet.law.cornell.edu/~martin/  [Copyright] 
or 
http://intranet.law.cornell.edu/~martin/socsec/ [Social Security] 
to gain a sense of the content of the two offerings. 

(This year's building process has involved preparing a complete set of readings for both 
courses -- necessary in order to avoid any rights problems in connection with Internet 
distribution--, framing class discussion in terms that will translate reasonably to 
asynchronous exchange, audio taping all classes as a first step in the preparation of 
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multimedia presentation modules, and incorporating a number of on-line "mastery 
exercises.") 

If you want more information about any element of this proposal, feel free to contact me 
by phone (607-255-4619) or e-mail (martin@lii.law.cornell.edu).   

While our previous model of distance learning limited enrollment to eight students per 
school and 32 total, we are confident this one will work well with larger numbers.  
Proceeding cautiously, however, we have set a target enrollment for each course next 
year of twice that number.  Estimating that that translates into five or six participating 
schools for each course, we intend to fill the school slots on a first come, first served 
basis.  We shall also ask each school committing to participation to conduct some form 
of registration or pre-registration this spring so that we can be sure to have sufficient 
capacity to deal with the resulting enrollment. 

VIII. Placing the LII's Approach to Distance Learning in Context 

One widely practiced form of distance education represents the simple extension of 
conventional classroom practice through high-end videoconferencing technology.  
Classrooms at more than one location are linked to permit a teacher at one of those 
locations to lecture or conduct more elaborate presentation for students who are 
assembled at the same time in other locations.  With additional investment in technology 
infrastructure those additional students at distant locations can participate in discussion 
with the teacher and each other.  The principal advantage of this mode of distance 
education is that it requires very little adjustment of working patterns or expectations on 
the part of either teacher or student.  It can be used to create highly diverse collections 
of students (students gathered in classrooms in different countries, for example) and can 
link faculty members with students they might otherwise be unable to teach. 

Major drawbacks to this form of distance education include its high-cost at both the 
sending and receiving end and its requirement that faculty and students assemble in 
"real-time."  The latter can become increasingly problematic as sites are linked across 
different time zones. 

The LII's distance education courses build on its experience using a mixture of less 
costly technologies, and patterns of instruction that make substantial use of 
asynchronous exchange and pre-programmed instructional materials.  It is our 
conviction that, long term, it is in this direction that the greatest potential gains from 
networked digital education lie. 
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